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SUMMARY

This paper descrfhes the methods for calibrating each
meteorological radar of the RONSARD System. The spécial procédures used
hâve their orïgin in the complexity of the equipment.

The internal calibration of the receiver chain, which is the
first step of the overall radar calibration, is described first.

The complex structure of the receiver is analysed and each
élément replaced by an équivalent circuit, yielding thus a reduced block
diagram of the receiver chain. This diagram is then used to détermine the
receiver gain as a function of the receiver parameters. Spécial attention
is given to the behavior of the receiver adapted fil ter (pre-integrator)
and to that of the hard-wired Fourier transformer when processing various
types of signal spectra.

Three measurements of the receiver gain are finally carried out
using calibrated sources (cohérent radio frequency source, 10 600°K noise
source, and internai radar noise). The results exhibit a correct stability
of the radar constant obtained from indépendant measurements. The addition
of quantization noise in the Fourier transformer is also analyzed and discussed.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Radar Systems used for the purpose of investigating the propagation
of electromagnetic waves through précipitation must be carefully calibrated,
since the relationships between reflectivity and characteristics of précipitation or radioelectric parameters are highly sensitive to variations in
measured reflectivity

[ 2 ]

The présent paper outlines the problems encountered when calibrating the RONSARD meteorological radars. Thèse complex radars require spécial
procédures. After a brief review of the radar équation history, a generally
accepted formulation is suggested(section II). Section III describes an équivalent diagram of the receiver and processor chain where each radar component
is represented by its main characteristics (gain, atténuation, added noise
température or non-linear behavior). An internai calibration of the radars
using différent kinds of calibrated sources, including the radar noise itself,
is finally carried out for each of the possible Puise Répétition Frequency
modes.

The independent measurements of the internai radar constants are
compared and discussed in section IV.
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SECTION II : RADAR EQUATION

RONSARD radars are single antenna pulsed Doppler Systems designed for meteorological purposes. For such radars, the écho signal received
in the feed horn from distributed scatterers is a function :

- of the overall scatterers cross section,
- of the antenna characteristics,
- of both the transmitted
puise and the propagation médium losses.

The so ca11ed "radar équation" connecting thèse éléments has been widely
described in the littérature during the past few years

[4, 7, 1 ]

We assume, in the présent study, the last formulation of the radar équation
[l ] , including the resolution cell width correction [3, 5 ] , and we
try to infer the law relating the recorded data and the scattered power. In
the case of RONSARD radars, due to their numerous modes of opération, the
single "radar constant" of standard radars becomes a complex receiver équation. So we shall discriminate in the following between the radar équation
(returned power versus target characteristics) and the receiver équation
(power measurements versus returned power).

The well known équation established by Marshall, Hitschfeld and
has later been modified in order to take into account more
[4]
realistic conditions as shown in Equ (1) [7, 5 ]

Gunn
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where .

and
are the received and transmitted powers as measured
PT
PR
at the feed horn imput,
. r is the distance between the observed resolution cell and the
radar,
. h is the space width
. �a-

of the transmitted puise,

is the radar cross section of the target per unit volume,

. G is the in-axis antenna gain,
. is

the beam width in radians,

. X is the wave-length of the transmitted puise,
. F is the corrective factor introduced by Nathanson and Smith [5,3]
equal to 0.6 in adapted filter conditions.

Under the
assumption
replaced by =
IKI

of Rayleigh scatterers, the

may be
summation � a.
Z, where Z is the "reflectivity factor", only function

of the drop size distribution of the scatterers in the observed volume (j K p
is equal to 0.93 for water particles) :

Actually, corrective factors must also be introduced in order to
take into account absorption by atmospheric gases and hydrometeors. Eq. 2
being established under spécifie assumptions on the antenna characteristics
(Gaussian beam shape) and receiver behavior (adapted fil terconditions),
its validity must be controlled by direct measurements such as soundings on
calibrated targets. For this purpose, the receiver and the numerical chain
responses as well as the transfer function accuracy hâve to be fully analyzed. This discussion, which is a preliminary task of the radar calibration,
is undertaken in the following.
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SECTION III : RECEIVER EQUATION

A block diagram of RONSARD radars is presented in Fig. 1 a
[6] . The RF stages of the receiver consist

of a dual polarization sys-

tem (orthomode, TR, limiter and polarization switch) and a two stages
switchable parametric amplifier followed by a 6 dB steps adjustable attenuator. This amplifier and attenuator assembly is used for an Automatic
Gain Control over a +30 to -50 dB gain range.

The RF signal is then mixed with a local oscillator output. The
obtained IF signal is processed by a Sensitivity Time Control (STC) System
meant to counterbalance the effect of the 1/r 2variation of the signal.
After an additional IF gain, the IF signal is mixed with the outputs of
a two phases IF oscillator, thus yielding a complex "zéro frequency" video
signal. A couple of pre-integrators performs, on each component of the complex video, an intégration which spatially defines the width of the range
gâtes.

After analog to digital conversion, the digital processor comprises ;
i - an Amplitude and Phase Memory to correct the amplitude and
phase variations of the transmitted puise,
ii - a switchable high pass digital filter for ground clutter
cancelling,
iii - an approximate Discrète Fourier Transformer followed by a
power spectrum density computer.
An additional post-processor, operating on power spectrum densi-
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ties, computes in real time the first three moments MO' Mi and M2 of the
spectra thus allowing a high compression of the recorded data.

This complex structure obviously does not lend itself to an
internal radar équation formulation. A formalization attempt has been
undertaken in order to replace each receiver and processor component by
an équivalent circuit characterized by its main features (gain or atténuation, added noise or non-linear parameters). This is summarized in table
1 and yîelds an équivalent block diagram of the radar (Fig. 16). Fig. 2 outUnes

a reduced block diagram of the whole receiver chain using a minimum

number of subsystems. This will be used for the overall effective noise température détermination and for the receiver constant calculation, both as
functions of the AGC position.

III - 1 - Receiver effective noise température

All cascaded éléments of the simplified diagrams in Fig. 2
theoretically take part in the radar effective noise température. However,
the large gain of the IF ampli fiersensures that signal-to-noise ratio
is not reduced beyond the RF mixer. Fig. 2 also show the only active components affecting the noise température ; this one is readily deduced from
the standard équation allowing to compute the noise température for cascaded circuits

[9] .

The équation giving the overall noise température, as

estimated at the feed horn input, is then :

is the standard external température value (80 = 290° X),8ANT the
9
antenna noise température and LRF the overall RF gain of the RF chain fol=
lowing the parametric amplifier (i.e
LRF
LAqci-caL''"INs)'

where
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Taking advantage of LRF low value (� 0.1 for both radars), the formula is
slightly simplified :

and shows the variation of the effective noise température at the input
of the feed horn as a function of the AGC atténuation. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 deduced from measurements on one of the two radars. It is found
that this noise température is exponentially increasing with respect to
the AGC atténuation. The corresponding noise figure F = 1 + --2- displayed
in

Fig. 3 has simultaneously a linear variation for AGC atténuations grea-

ter than 12 dB, providing a constant signal-to-noise ratio close to 20 dB.

III - 2 - Receiver constant calibration

The self calibrating capabilities of RONSARD radar hâve been
described in a companion paper [6] ; they offer the possibility of using
the internai, température regulated, RF source as a référence sinusoïdal
signal. Similarly one might use the internal radar noise, assuming it has
been previously calibrated.

However one should take into account the différent nature of
thèse signais when interpreting the pre-integrators response. Assuming
that B is the bandwith of the receiver before the pre-integration, and
T the time duration ôf the pre-integration defining the width of the range
gâte, it can be shown (appendix n° 1) that the power gain of the pre-integrators
is :

. C 2 2T in case of cohérent signais,
. C 2 T/Bin case of gaussian white noises,

where C is a gain constant, which in RONSARD receivers, is adjusted to a
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value close to 1/T depending upon the choosen range gâte width. Thus the
pre-lntegrator gain is 1 for cohérent signais, and close to 1
processing white noises.

when

In addition, the hard-wired Fourier processor has a différent
response to cohérent or white noise type signais, and its behavior also
changes in présence of meteorological echoes :

i - for cohérent signais, the effect of spectrum line cancelling
under a -12 dB threshold

[6]

is équivalent to a gain réduction and an

additional noise,

ii - for white noise, the previous effect is increased by the
quantization noise due to equidistribution of spectral lines,
iii - meteorological signais hâve both deficiencies. In addition,
the time variation of amplitude, which is related to spectrum broadening, is
the cause of random clamping, globally reducing the gain.
The whole Fourier processor comprtsing the Approximate Discrète
Fourier Transform, the Power Spectrum Density computer, and the 1 rstmoment
computer is too complex for a complète analysis. A whole investigation of
the device has been done by the mean of computer simulation. Appendix 2 summarizes both the computation algorithms and the results.
In the following calibrations, only recorded time séries are used,
taking advantage of their great variation range ; the temporarily ignored
Fourier processor parameters are re-introduced in last overall radar équation.

III - 3 - Calibration with the internai sinusoïdal RF source

The calibrated source is injected through a 40 dB coupler at the
parametric amplifier input ; a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 12 dB ensures
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that noise sources can be neglected. Refering to Fig. lb, the receiver
équation is simply :
=

(5)

where .

mo

M

(LRF GIF GpA) Ps

the ideal 1 rstmoment of the PSD computed without quantization
is
noise,

. Pc

is the injected source power.

III - 4 - £ a1ibration with the radar noise

The unavoidable radar noise, previously calibrated, has naturally
a Gaussian probability density and a uniform spectrum over the whole parametric amplifier bandwidth. Assuming that B is the receiver bandwith before
pre-integration, the part of the noise power at the input of the feed horn
contributing to the noise power measurement has a bandwidth B. This noise
power PN is :

PN
where .

= k B

e ,

k is the Boltzman constant (k = 1.38 10"23J/°K)
. is

the previously computed effective noise température at the
feed horn input (OK).

The internal radar équation is then :

Mo =

(6)

1

LRF GIF GPA PN

Mo = LRF GIF GPA

f

which is not dépendent upon the radar bandwidth.
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Nevertheless, 6 as well as Gp. and LRF are functions of the AGC position
depending upon the short-term time varying noise intensity. So, the recorded data hâve to be interpreted according to the AGC atténuation.

III - 5 - Calibration with a référence white noise RF source

Both radar calibrations using the sinusoïdal RF source and the
radar noise are operated without mechanical disassembling and are easily
incorporated as calibration séquences during scientific observational
campaigns.

Nevertheless, additional measurements are easily obtained by
coupling an external 10600°K white-noise RF source at the parametric amplinoise
fier input. The équation (6) is still applicable assuming that the
6..
température of the RF source is accounted for in the 8 computation. The new
radar température équation is derived from (4) where antenna température
and RF losses are omitted and the parametric amplifier noise température
increased with

9N :

SECTION IV : CALIBRATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Several experiments hâve been performed, according to the
previously mentioned methodology, on the two radars. Each radar is successively operated in the two possible transmitter frequency modes (5600
and 5630 MHz) and in the two receiver polarizations. Results for one radar
(operated at 5630 MHz/ Direct polarization) are presented in table 2, abc
where the receiver constants obtained by the way of independent measurements
using sine wave or noise calibrated sources can be compared for each puise
répétition frequency.

In case of measurements using the sinusoïdal RF source, the power
fed to the input of the parametric amplifier is equal to

-79.2 dBm for all

PRF's. The estimated receiver constant is simply the différence between the
measured first moment

in dB and the input power.
M , expressed

The radar noise, estimated from Equ. 4, is only mentionned to
ensurethat the signal-to-noise ratio is great enough for a valid measurement.
It should be noticed that the radar noise decreases by 3 dB going from the
50 meters to 100 meters range gâte width (tables 2 a and b) since the AGC
the
position equals
tables 2 b and c

same 30 dB value. On the contrary

the comparison of

exhibit a 9 dB interval between the estimated radar noises :

this is d'jeto the différent AGC atténuations (30 dB and 24 dB).
In case of measurements using the internai radar noise, the
receiver constant is the différence between the first moment in dB and the
radar noise computed from Equ. 4. In several cases, the AGC has switched once
or twice on peaks in the noise intensity, providing further measurements of
the receiver constant obtained from différent noise powers.
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Measurements of the receiver constant from the 10600° Knoise
source are similar except that the équation for computing the noise power
is Equ. 7, including the noise température of the RF source.

The receiver constants measured for each of the three possible
a 0.6 dB interval. This is the theorerange gâte widths are found wi.th.in
tical limit in RONSARD radars accuracy since, if we assume a correct radar
équation, the average reflectivity factor that can be obtained from recorded time séries has an absolute accuracy limited to - 0.3 dB. However, the
obtained receiver constants do not include the mean atténuation and quantization noise due to the approximate DFT. It has been shown in appendix 2
that, when processing the spectra first moment M , the additional errors
involve a reduced accuracy of the mean reflectivity factor estimate which
amonts to the order of - 0.5 dB. In addition, this bias is contaminated by
a 1.8 dB additional noise due to quantization effects in the Fourier processing.

Final ly,the receiver gain may be obtained with a -.3 dB accuracy
when recording time séries while a lower -.5 dB accuracy is implied by the
hard wired Fourier Transform processor. The quantization noise, neglictible
in case of time séries (�.l dB) is significant when processing first moments,
though it does not affect the mean estimate of the reflectivity factor.

The présent work is the first step of the global RONSARD calibration program. The overall t.3 dB déviation between the mean internai radar
constants obtained from indépendant measurements, characterizes the upper
limits of accuracy for future measurements. They will consist of a global
examination of the external radar équation including :
- active soundings on a calibrated sphère,
- comparison of radar data to disdrometer and rain-gauges,
-

and moon).
passive observation of the available radio sources (sun

Thèse opérations are scheduled for 1979, and will be reported in
a future paper.
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APPENDIX

1

PRE-INTEGRATORS RESPONSE TO A COHERENT SIGNAL AND A WHITE NOISE

Assuming e(t) and s(t) are the complex signals at the input and
the output of the pre-integrators, s is given by the équation :

where

is the time delay between transmitted puise and the received écho,
t
and T is the duration of the range gâte. C is the integrator constant.

SinusoTdal sign2j

When e(t) is a sinusoïdal signal Aejwot, the pre-integrators
response is simply derived from (10) :

In case of RONSARD radars,
is smaller than 0.13 and the last corrective
oj T/2
factor can be neglected. The pre-integrators gain is therefore of the order
of C2T2.
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Gaussiàn white noise
Equation (10) can be interpreted as a convoi utionof the input
signal e(t) with a rectangular shaped function p(t) defined as follows :

Assuming that E(v), S(v) and P(v) are the Fourier transforms of e, s and p,
the convolution becomes :

Then the power
2

of the output noise is given by the expression :

The spectrum width of the input noise is limited by the receiver to a
bandwidth B. We assume, for this spectrum, a rectangular shape so that,
cr. being
equ. 14 :

the input noise power, the input noise spectrum is defined by

In addition, P(v) is easily deduced from p(t) :
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Then the output power is derived from équation (13) :

where K is a corrective factor given by the following expression :

whtch rapidly converges to unity when TIBT/2 increases. The pre-integrators
gain in case of Gaussian white-noise is thus taken to be T/B.
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APPENDIX

2

EFFECTS OF QUANTIZATION NOISES IN THE RONSARD FOURIER PROCESSORS

A simulated signal with the same statistical properties as
echoes from meteorological targets has been generated, according to the
procédure described by Sirmans and Bumgartner [ 8] .

64 complex
+
time séries are processed in a
jy. samples
x.
simulated Approximate Direct Fourier Transformer (ADFT). The word length
of the complex time séries as well as truncation of sine and cosine tables
are similar in the program and in the hard wired machine.

The Power Spectrum Densities computed from the complex spectra
are then processed in a simulated post-processor performing :

1 - The research of the maximum amplitude
SM among spectral lines,
2 - The cancellation of the spectral lines below SM/16 (SM - 12 dB),
3 - The PSD first moment computation, respecting the word length
of the actual machine.

The input power of the whole Fourier processor (i.e. the power of the input
time séries) is :
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The resulting first moment
M 0of the PSD yields a measurement ot the output
power Pout, taking a fitting factor into account.
The

ratio is fînally computed for each periodogram,
Pout/Pin
and a mean
value obtained from 300 time séries. The same process
po u t/P. ln
is repeated for various mean input power values and spectrum widths.

Results of that simulation of RONSARD processors are summarized
as a function of the normal ized
in Fig. 4 showing the processor loss
Pout/Pin
input power (input power refered to the maximum value). It is found that,
for a fixed standard déviation of the PSD, the overall Fourier processor loss
variations are included within .9 dB interval. In addition, a suitable translation of curves b to e leads to a correct fitting with curve a (with a .4 dB
maximum error in région II). Thus a corrective factor, function of the measured variance, can yield a mean loss estimate with a - 0.5 dB accuracy.
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(1) already accounted in Grp parameter (ail IF insertion losses)
(2) quantization noise accounted for in the computer simulation of the approximate DFT
and lrst moment computer.
All
symbols contained in that rubric design gains. However, in order to remind to
(3)
the reader the exact nature of the components (amplifiers or
attenuators), gains greaterthan unity are marked
and gains lower than unity
GVY,
L xx,

- 22 Table 2 - 1/2
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Table 2 - 2/2

(1) measured or estimated at the parametric amplifier input
(2) measured by clear air condition with a vertically pointing radar
(3) computed from recorded periodograms (640 samples average)
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Figure 1 a : RONSARD gênerai diagram.
b : équivalent diagram of RONSARD radars for transfer

function

calibrating.

Figure 2 : Block diagram of the RONSARD radars reduced receiving chain for
calibrating purposes.
Minor interest parameters, such as range dépendent (STC) atténuation, Fixed Target Canceller gain, and Amplitude and Phase memory
corrective gain are ignored.
and
All RF and IF gains are reduced to only two parameters
LRF
Gjp.
Ronsard receiver simplified block diagram for noise température
computation is presented in the dashed frame : the overall noise
température is a function of the AGC position. When the receiver
gain is maximum, the température is close to the minimum value
(� 450°K) indicationg the radar sensitivity. When large echoes
are encountered, the gain decreases and the radar noise temperature increases. The effective température measured at the RF
+
mixer input is then limited to the
value.
9M
90
Figure 3 : Effective noise température (and associated Noise Figure) at the
input of the feed horn.
Curve (a) displays the rapid variation of the effective noise
température 9 of the radar when the AGC atténuation grows up
(i.e. when écho returns intensity increases).
The corresponding noise figure F (curve b) is a linear function
of the AGC atténuation above 18 dB. The radar noise is then only
due to the RF mixer noise magnified by the AGC atténuation of the
preceding stages.
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Figure 4 : RONSARD Fourier Processor loss vs normalized input power (i.e.
input power to the maximum input power ratio).
Région II is the 9 dB standard range of data after compression
by the AGC. The increased losses in région I and III are due
to quanttzations influence (low level input powers) and to
clamping effects (high level input powers).
Curves a to e correspond to increasing values of the PSD standard
déviation represented by the normalized width parameter
2USTS.
Table 1

: Summarized behavior of all transmitter, receiver and processor
radar components.

Table 2

: Calibration results obtained on RONSARD radar � 2 for each of
the three range gâte widths. Three types of calibrated sources
(RF sine wave, radar noise and RF noise source) are injected at
the radar input and yield to indépendant measurements of the mean
internai radar constant.
The différent mean values obtained in the three modes resuit in
différent adjustments of the pre-integrators constants. However
the large value of the constant in case (a) will be decreased by
a factor 10 dB for a more realistic adjustement.
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